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Apps and Tools Call 20130924
 

Call # 3 (International Call)

 

Agenda (THIS CALL IS BEING RECORD FOR A WEBCAST)

1. Presentation By Nicholas Rejack on his Python data integrity checker that uses python

  and SPARQL in an automated fashion to keep data clean in VIVO. He calls it dChecker.

Available Here: 

 

2. Updates on Working Group Goals

 

To share examples of how people are using
ingest
data coming out of VIVO in the real world

To Look at ways people build tools on top of VIVO data
Example:  plum analytics

also looking at bringing other data back into VIVO to augment what VIVO has natively -- e.g., metrics
via OpenSocial or tools like the Duke widgets

To look at data consistency across VIVO instances
best practice recommendations

For Example, CTSAsearch can also be used for assessing data consistency
To show how people work with different sizes of data

see data go in
see data come out.
to find and share any common solutions

Addressing New sources of data
UF is talking about an official list of universities

where do we get it
how do we share it.

finding common denominators

3. Updates on Duraspace wiki for the working group

4. Updates on curating the list of existing tools and authors/maintainers in the wiki.

5. Update on the SPARQL example templates with ontology diagrams and code samples

6. Update on Chris Barnes's work on a VIVO vagrant virtual machine that can be used by the Working Group to develop apps and tools.

7. Other business.

 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Meeting Date and Time:

Sep 24, 2013 at 8:00 AM EDT (12:00 Noon GMT).

 

Meeting Link:

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/981711501

 
 

Meeting Google doc for call notes: https://docs.google.com/document/d/11ni6P3_tmiGZPOD1zBxwGk76g1Ne5OQtMeKn9NMzWrE/edit

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/981711501
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11ni6P3_tmiGZPOD1zBxwGk76g1Ne5OQtMeKn9NMzWrE/edit
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